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Abstract 

Cutinases could degrade insoluble polyester, including natural cutin and synthetic plastic. However, their turnover 
efficiency for polyester remains too low for industrial application. Herein, we report the 1.54-Å resolution X-ray crystal 
structure of a cutinase from Thermobifida fusca and modeling structure in complex with a cutin mimic oligo-polyester 
 C24H42O8. These efforts subsequently guided our design of cutinase variants with less bulky residues in the vicinity of 
the substrate binding site. The L90A and I213A variants exhibit increased hydrolysis activity (5- and 2.4-fold, respec-
tively) toward cutin and also showed enhanced cotton scouring efficiency compared with the wild-type enzyme.
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Introduction
Cutin, a natural polyester, forms a three-dimensional net-
work structure of protective cuticle in higher plants, in 
which waxy material and pectin are embedded (Fig. 1a) 
(Kolattukudy 2001). Cotton scouring which removes the 
hydrophobic cuticle of raw cotton is an essential treat-
ment to increase cotton wettability and dyeability. Con-
ventionally, scouring is carried out in the hot NaOH 
aqueous solution. However, such non-specific alka-
line scouring generates environmental pollutants and 
decreases fabric tension. Alternatively, an enzymatic 
technique might be applied as a more eco-friendly tech-
nique, producing fabrics with excellent tension because 
of the specific removal of non-cellulose materials (Wang 
et al. 2006).

Cutinases that could degrade the protective cutin of 
plants are commonly secreted by plant pathogens. The 
fungal Fusarium solani pisi cutinase was the first cutinase 
to be functionally characterized (Purdy and Kolattukudy 
1973, 1975). Cutinases belong to the serine hydrolase 
superfamily, and catalyze the hydrolysis of ester bond. 
These enzymes have broad substrate ranges, including 
soluble fatty acids, triglycerides, and insoluble polyesters 
like cutin, polyethylene terephthalate (PET), highlighting 
their potentials for use in industrial applications such as 
bioscouring and the degradation and/or synthesis of plas-
tics (Nyyssola 2015; Liu et al. 2009).

A cutinase from the thermophilic bacterium Ther-
mobifida fusca was identified, and it showed supe-
riority over fungal cutinases in thermostability, pH 
tolerance, and resistance to surfactants and organic 
solvents (Chen et  al. 2008; Hegde and Dasu 2014). 
However, enzymatic assays revealed that T. fusca cuti-
nase prefers short chain esters as substrates and has 
lower turnover rate for polyesters (Chen et al. 2010a). 
Many studies attempt to relate the substrate prefer-
ences of cutinases to their structural characteristics, 
with the aim of engineering biocatalysts with desired 
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properties (Araujo et  al. 2007; Ribitsch et  al. 2011, 
2017; Han et al. 2017; Joo et al. 2018; Kitadokoro et al. 
2012; Oda et al. 2018; Silva et al. 2011; Tournier et al. 
2020). Extensive experimental evidence has demon-
strated that the accessibility of the enzyme’s active 
site is the major factor enabling the biodegradability 
of polymers (Fecker et  al. 2018; Saavedra et  al. 2018). 
Several engineering efforts have successfully exploited 
the enlargement of the active sites of enzymes to 
increase catalytic activity on synthetic aromatic pol-
yesters (Austin et  al. 2018; Han et  al. 2017; Joo et  al. 
2018). Nevertheless, the exact mechanism through 
which cutinases recognize the natural, net-shaped 
aliphatic polyester cutin remains elusive. A detailed 
understanding of the substrate–enzyme interactions 
could guide the enzyme engineering to obtain vari-
ants with enhanced catalytic efficiency. Herein, based 
on the protein–substrate information from our T. 
fusca cutinase structure, we designed and successfully 
obtained enzyme variants with increased hydrolysis 
activity towards cutin and enhanced cotton scouring 
performance. Fundamentally, our work highlights that 
protein engineering could notice functional contribu-
tions from residues in the vicinity of substrate bind-
ing site which might confer indirect effects on desired 
catalytic activity.

Materials and methods
Protein expression, purification and site‑directed 
mutagenesis
Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) with pET20b plasmid was 
used as transformant for expression of T. fusca cutinase 
(residues 1–261) and cutinase–CBMCenA (Chen et  al. 
2008; Zhang et al. 2011), and grown in TB medium sup-
plemented with 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin at 37  °C until the 
 OD600 reached 0.6–0.8, then 16 °C for 20 h with 0.1 mM 
isopropyl β-d-l-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The cell 
pellet was harvested by centrifugation at 6000  rpm for 
20  min at 20  °C, and the total protein was precipitated 
with 70% saturated ammonium sulfate, collected by 
centrifugation at 16,000 rpm for 30 min. The pellet was 
resuspended in 20 mL Tris buffer (pH 8.0), dialyzed over-
night to remove the salt, and purified by nickel affin-
ity chromatography and Superdex 75 10/30 GL column 
(GE Healthcare, Sweden) gel filtration chromatography. 
Protein concentration was determined to 10.2  mg/mL, 
measured by Quantity One electrophoresis gels analyz-
ing (Bio-Rad, USA).

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed by KOD plus 
Mutagenesis Kit (Toyobo, Japan). Primers used in this 
work are listed in Additional file 1: Table S1. The parental 
T. fusca cutinase plasmid was removed by digesting with 
DpnI (Biolabs, UK), and PCR products were transformed 
to DMT chemical competent cells, then amplified to E. 
coli DH5α cells and BL21 (DE3) for expression. The DNA 
sequences were sequenced by Biosune Co. LTD., China. 
Mutations were expressed and purified as WT T. fusca 
cutinase.

Protein crystallization and X‑ray data collection
The protein was crystallized by mixing 2  μL protein 
(25 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) with an equal vol-
ume of precipitant (3.0  M NaCl, 4.0% (v/v) polypropyl-
ene glycol P400, 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.0), and equilibrated 
against a 500-μL reservoir of the latter. The diffraction 
quality crystal was grown at 293 K within a week using 
hanging drop vapor diffusion method. A data set of 
1.54  Å resolution was collected in 2010 at 100  K with 
99.8% completeness, on Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility beamline 17U1 (λ = 0.9796  Å), and processed 
with the HKL2000 package (Otwinowski and Minor 
1997). Using the Phaser program from CCP4 (Winn 
et al. 2011) suite, the structure was solved by molecular 
replacement using Streptomyces exfoliates lipase struc-
ture (PDB ID, 1JFR) as the search model. The model was 
built manually in COOT (Emsley et  al. 2010), refined 
with PHENIX (Adams et  al. 2010) and CNS (Brunger 
et al. 1998). The model quality was analyzed by the pro-
gram MolProbity (Chen et  al. 2010b). All structure 

Fig. 1 Structures of compounds used in this study. a Cutin is the 
natural polyester substrate of cutinase. b pNPB is a small-model 
substrate of cutinase. The intramolecular ester oxygen atoms are 
colored in red. c The oligo-polyester  C24H42O8 was used for molecular 
docking experiments
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figures were prepared with Pymol (Delano 2012), and the 
electrostatic surface was calculated by Delphi first. The 
crystallographic statistics are summarized in Additional 
file 1: Table S2.

Hydrolyze activity analysis for pNPB
The pNPB hydrolyze assay was used for tentatively deter-
mining activities of cutinase variants (Chen et al. 2008). 
Reactions were performed by a final concentration of 
1 mM pNPB in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), initiated by 400 ng/
mL protein, and monitored spectrophotometrically (Infi-
nite F2000 Pro, Tecan, Sweden) at 405  nm. All assays 
were performed in triplicate.

Potentiometric titration analysis for tomato cutin
The tomato cutin hydrolyze activity was performed by an 
automatic titrator (902 Titrando, Metrohm, Switzerland), 
with 0.5 mg tomato cutin in 1 mL DMSO, 0.5 mL protein 
in 18.5 mL buffer at 50 °C, and titrated with a volumetric 
5 mM NaOH solution at pH 8.0. The titration calculated 
the amount of NaOH consumed for 30–45 min. Tomato 
cutin was dissolved in DMSO by ultra-sound for 60 min, 
and 150 mM NaCl buffer was preheated at 50  °C for an 
hour. All reactions were performed in triplicate.

Degradation of cotton fabrics
For the enzymatic treatments of cotton fabrics, a pre-
treatment was performed by boiling the raw fiber for 
1  min and then dried it at 30  °C for 0.5  h (Zhang et  al. 
2010). Then the cotton samples (1 g each), were incubated 
at 50 °C with 2.34 mM WT cutinase or mutations (1 mL), 
3000 U pectinase (1 mL) in 38 mL 150 mM NaOH, pH 
8.0. The treatments were performed in shaking air bath at 
200 rpm for 12 h. Samples were boiled for 1 min, washed 
three times and dried overnight under certain condition. 
Control assays were performed under the same condi-
tion, with cutinase and pectinase boiled for 10 min.

Water absorbency
After washing and drying, the treated cotton fabrics were 
tested for wettability using distilled water with a drop size 
of 0.02 mL as test liquid. Each fabric was tested in ten dif-
ferent areas and the mean time was calculated (Adams 
et al. 2010).

Scanning election microscopy (SEM)
The surface morphologies of samples that were charac-
terized by a JSM-6390LV scanning electron microscope 
(JEOL, Japan) using 10  k voltage and 3500× magnifica-
tion (Zhang et  al. 2011). The fabric samples were thor-
oughly dried and coated with gold before scanning.

Protein structure preparations
The repaired model of T. fusca cutinase was prepared 
in Schrodinger suite software under OPLS3 force field 
(Harder et  al. 2016) prior to docking. Hydrogen atoms 
were added to the repaired crystal structures according 
to the physiological pH (7.0) with the PROPKA (Son-
dergaard et  al. 2011) tool in Protein Preparation tool in 
Maestro optimize the hydrogen-bond network. Con-
strained energy minimizations were conducted on the 
full-atomic models, with heavy atom coverage to 0.3 Å.

Ligand structure preparations
All ligand structures were built in Schrodinger Maes-
tro software (Schrödinger 2015). The LigPrep module in 
Schrodinger software was introduced for geometric opti-
mization by using OPLS3 force field (Harder et al. 2016). 
The ionization state of ligands were calculated with Epik 
(Greenwood et  al. 2010) tool employing Hammett and 
Taft methods in conjunction with ionization and tau-
tomerization tools (Greenwood et al. 2010).

Protein–ligand docking
The docking of a ligand to the receptor was performed 
using Glide (Friesner et  al. 2004). Cubic boxes centered 
on the ligand mass center with a radius 8 Å for all ligands 
defined the docking binding regions. Flexible ligand 
docking was executed for all structures. Ten poses per 
ligand out of 20,000 were included in the post-docking 
energy minimization. The best scored pose for the ligand 
was chosen as the initial structure for further study.

Binding energy calculation
The MM/GBSA calculations had been done in Prime 
(Sirin et al. 2014). The MM/GBSA energy was calculated 
using Eq. 1, where E denotes energy and includes terms 
such as protein–ligand van der Waals contacts, electro-
static interactions, ligand desolvation, and internal strain 
(ligand and protein) energies, using VSGB2.0 implicit 
solvent model with the OPLS2005 force field. The solvent 
entropy is also included in the VSGB2.0 energy model, as 
it is for other Generalized Born (GB) and Poison–Boltz-
mann (PB) continuum solvent models.

Molecular dynamics simulations
All MD simulations were performed in Gromacs 5.1.4 
(Pronk et  al. 2013). All amino acid residues of the pro-
tein were modeled according to their protonation state at 
neutral pH. The protein was centered in a water box with 
a distance of 12 Å away from the protein. The total num-
ber of atoms was about 26,678 atoms, 23  Na+ and 21  Cl− 
ions, and about 7600 water molecules. CHARMM36m 

(1)�Gbind = Ecomplex − Eprotein − Eligand
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(Huang et al. 2017) force field was assigned to the protein, 
water and ions, while the ligands were treated by CgenFF 
force field (Vanommeslaeghe et  al. 2012). The ligands 
were submitted to GAUSSIAN 09 program (Frisch et al. 
2016) for structure optimization at Hartree–Fock 6-31G* 
level prior to the generation of force field parameters. 
All bond lengths of hydrogen atoms in the system were 
constrained using M-SHAKE (Eric Barth et  al. 1995). 
Van der Waals and short-range electrostatic interactions 
were cut off at 10  Å. The whole system was heated lin-
early at constant volume (NVT ensemble, 1 bar) from 0 
to 310 K over 400 ps. Ten nanoseconds equilibration was 
performed at constant pressure and temperature (NPT 
ensemble, 310 K, 1 bar) using the Nose–Hoover coupling 
scheme with two temperature groups. Long-range elec-
trostatic interactions were computed by particle mesh 
Ewald (PME) summation. Finally, a 200-ns MD simula-
tion with a time step of 2.0 fs was performed for WT T. 
fusca cutinase, L90A and I213A mutants. The MD simu-
lations results were analyzed in Gromacs (Pronk et  al. 
2013) and VMD (Humphrey et  al. 1996). We calculated 
the binding energy from molecular mechanics with Pois-
son–Boltzmann and surface area solvation (MM/PBSA) 
(Genheden and Ryde 2015). Figures were prepared in 
PyMOL and Inkscape (Yuan et al. 2016).

Data availability
The atomic coordinates and structural factors of T. fusca 
cutinase have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank 
under accession codes 5ZOA, respectively. The data that 
supported the findings of this study are available from the 
corresponding author upon request.

Results and discussion
Complex structure of T. fusca cutinase with cutin mimic
Seeking to elucidate how T. fusca cutinase binds to cutin, 
we collected the diffraction data set and determined the 
1.54-Å apo-form crystal structure of T. fusca cutinase 
(Additional file 1: Figs. S1, S2a and Table S2) in 2010 via 
molecular replacement using the atomic coordinates of 
Streptomyces exfoliates lipase (PDB ID: 1JFR) as a search-
ing model (Wei et al. 1998). Seven years later, the struc-
ture of cutinase 1 from Thermobifida cellulosilytica (PDB 
ID 5LUI) which showed 99% sequence identity with T. 
fusca cutinase was published. Structure superposition 
showed that the two structures are almost same with 
RMSD of 0.165 except for the C-terminal loop region 
(residues 245–253) (Additional file  1: Fig. S3) (Ribitsch 
et al. 2017). Similar to other cutinases, the overall struc-
ture of T. fusca cutinase exhibits a typical a/β hydrolase 
fold with center sheet wrapped by 14 loop regions and 8 
α-helices. The catalytic triad comprises Ser130, Asp176, 
and His208, all of which are located in loop regions 

(Additional file 1: Fig. S2a). The main chain N atoms of 
residues Tyr60 and Met131 compose the oxyanion hole 
in the active site (Additional file  1: Fig. S2b) (Martinez 
et al. 1994). In this apo-structure, a water molecule estab-
lishes a dedicated H-bond network with the oxygen atom 
of Ser130 (2.5 Å), the nitrogen atom of Tyr60 (3.0 Å), and 
the nitrogen atom of Met131 (3.1  Å) (Additional file  1: 
Fig. S2b). Compared to the structure of Fusarium solani 
pisi cutinase published in 2009, T. fusca cutinase bears 
a more exposed substrate binding site to accommodate 
the macromolecules better (Additional file 1: Figs. S4, S5) 
(Liu et al. 2009).

To get the complex structure of cutinase with cutin, we 
tried co-crystallization and soaking using the catalyti-
cally inactive S130C-H208A variant of the T. fusca cuti-
nase with BHET and BHPT, two cutin mimic oligoesters 
(Additional file 1: Fig. S6). However, the electron densi-
ties of the substrate were invisible in the final structures, 
which might be due to the low affinity between the sub-
strate and the enzyme. Therefore, we chose to dock oli-
goester  C24H42O8, a medium-sized mimic of cutin with 
four ester bonds were introduced to the alkyl hydroxyl 
acid group in this molecule (Fig.  1c), into crystal struc-
ture of our wild-type (WT) T. fusca cutinase using Glide 
in Schrodinger software (Friesner et  al. 2004). To con-
firm the stabilities of initial docking results, a 200-ns 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for WT cutinase 
was performed. We got the modeling complex structure 
represented by the average pose from the final 10-ns MD 
simulation.

The modeled  C24H42O8–cutinase complex structure 
showed that one end of the long-chain hydrophobic oli-
goester substrate was inserted into the hydrophobic shal-
low groove, while the other end was exposed to the bulk 
environment (Fig.  2a). The second scissile ester bond is 
located in the active site of cutinase. Additionally, the 
second carbonyl oxygen of  C24H42O8 occupies the posi-
tion of the water molecule which was observed in the 
active site of apo-structure of T. fusca cutinase. It forms 
hydrogen bonds with the main chain N atoms of Y60 and 
M131 which comprise the oxyanion hole by stabilizing 
the intermediate state of substrate. The hydroxyl group of 
S130 was postulated as a nucleophile to the carbonyl car-
bon atom of second carbonyl in  C24H42O8 (Fig. 2a). Resi-
dues located in the two ends of the groove were exposed 
to bulk environment. They might prevent the enzyme 
from getting access to the macromolecular substrate 
(Fig. 2b).

Catalytic activity analysis of designed T. fusca cutinase 
variants
Guided by structural analyses, 11 bulky residues were 
mutated to Ala in an attempt to enhance the substrate 
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binding and hydrolytic activity of T. fusca cutinase. 
Specifically, we designed the variants in two groups 
(Fig. 2b): the first group (Y60, T61, H129, M131, T207, 
and F209) includes residues near the catalytic triad 
and oxygen hole which might preclude S130 from 
attacking the substrate and/or prevent H208/Y60 from 
approaching and stabilizing the substrate. The second 
group of residues (S66, L90, Q92, N212, and I213) are 
those in the substrate binding site or its vicinity, which 
were selected in an attempt to increase the enzyme 
accessibility for long chain or net-sharped substrates.

Firstly, we tested the hydrolysis activities of T. fusca 
cutinase variants toward p-nitrophenyl butyrate 
(pNPB), a small soluble model substrate of cutinase 
(Fig.  1b). T61A, H129A, and M131A exhibited sig-
nificant decreased activity compared with the WT 
cutinase, suggesting that these residues located near 
the catalytic triad are not suitable for engineering. 
Interestingly, two group I variants (Y60A and F209A) 
and two group II variants (L90A and I213A) showed 
increasing of pNPB hydrolysis activity (Fig.  3a). Next, 
to test their catalytic activities toward macromole-
cules, we carried out enzymatic degradation assay on 
tomato cuticle cutin, a large insoluble natural polyes-
ter substrate. To our surprise, variants L90A, I213A, 
and L90A/I213A exhibited significant increases in 
hydrolysis activities toward cutin, 5-, 2.4-, and 3.2-fold 
higher catalytic activity comparing to the WT cuti-
nase, respectively (Fig. 3b).

Scouring potential analysis of T. fusca cutinase variants
Previous research has shown that the carbohydrate-
binding modules from Cellulomonas fimi cellulase 
(CBMcenA) help cutinase bind to the surface of cotton 
fabrics, which improves scouring efficiency (Zhang et al. 
2010, 2011). To test the potential of our enzymes in tex-
tile application, we analyzed the efficiencies of selected T. 
fusca cutinase variants (L90A, I213A, and L90A/I213A) 
compared with WT enzyme in cotton fabrics bioscour-
ing assay. Notably, pectinase is known to confer syner-
gistic effects in this reaction system. Specifically, these 
assays included a pectinase and variant cutinases which 
are fused with a CBMcenA domain at the C-terminus. 
The enzymatic degradation of cuticle of the cotton fab-
ric could increase the fabric wettability, which was used 
for evaluating the effect of the enzymatic treatment. The 
results showed that treatment with cutinase will sig-
nificantly reduce the wetting time of cotton fiber and all 
three variants exhibited better performances than the 
WT cutinase, which suggest the stronger hydrolysis abil-
ity of variants. Furthermore, cutinase–CBMcenA-treated 
cotton fiber need less wetting time than the correspond-
ing cutinase (Additional file 1: Fig. S7).

Scouring of cotton fabrics would also cause its morpho-
logical changes in surface, which could be analyzed by 
scanning election microscopy (SEM) (Wang et al. 2006). 
We scanned the same batches of cotton fabric as that 
used in the wetting assay. SEM image of the untreated 
cotton fabrics surface revealed characteristic parallel 

Fig. 2 The structure of a T. fusca cutinase monomer. a Surface and b cartoon of T. fusca cutinase bound with the oligo-polyester  C24H48O8 substrate. 
Green balls-and-sticks: the substrate molecule  C24H48O8. Yellow sticks: the catalytic residues. Orange sticks: the bulky residues selected to be 
mutated
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ridges and grooves while alkaline and enzyme-treated 
fiber presented smoother surface, suggesting a peeling 
effect of the alkali- or bio-degradation of cutin in the 
scouring course. Compared to WT-CBMCenA, the sur-
face features of the L90A-CBMCenA, I213A-CBMCenA, 
and L90A/I213A-CBMCenA-scoured cotton fabrics were 
clearer and contained less non-cellulosic impurities, indi-
cating that the designed cutinase variants showed higher 
hydrolysis activities. Moreover, the surface of enzymatic 
scouring cotton fabrics appeared flatter than the alkaline 
treated ones bearing layered gully structure, indicating 
that enzymatic scouring is restricted to the cutin surface. 
However, the cellulose core is partly destroyed in alkaline 
condition (Fig. 4).

Structural elucidation of T. fusca cutinase variants 
with enhanced activity
To explain the enhanced performances of variants L90A 
and I213A, we modeled the complex structure of the two 
variants with the substrate mimic  C24H42O8, using an 
identical MD simulation protocol as that for WT T. fusca 
cutinase. We further calculated the mass center distance 
between the catalytic site and the substrate (Additional 
file  1: Fig. S8). The MD results show that the substrate 
mimic is stabilized in the binding pocket all the time 
which is indicated by movie 1–3 as well as the RMSD 
of substrate (Additional file  1: Fig. S9). Free energy 

calculations revealed that variants L90A and I213A were 
more favorable than the wild type in substrate recog-
nition: the relative ΔGbind were − 10.0 ± 0.1  kcal/mol, 
− 14.6 ± 0.2 kcal/mol, and − 12.4 ± 0.2 kcal/mol, respec-
tively, for the WT, L90A, and I213A. This data is also 
supported by the alternation of water-medicated hydro-
gen-bond network in WT and mutant enzymes. As indi-
cated in Additional file  1: Fig S10, in the WT cutinase, 
four water-medicated hydrogen-bond networks were 
observed. However, the corresponding numbers were 
seven and five, respectively, in variants L90A and I213A. 
These results are consistent with the data of activity 
assays in which L90A and I213A showed better catalytic 
activities towards polyester substrates.

Similar to WT T. fusca cutinase, the substrate was 
located in the groove formed by 4 loop regions, including 
loop 58–64, loop 84–92, loop 174–182, and loop 204–
216 in the complex model of variants L90A and I213A 
(Fig. 5a, b). However, the conformations of the residues 
in these four loops exhibited diverse orientations in the 
three forms of the enzyme (Fig. 5a, b). Root-mean-square 
fluctuations (RMSF) analysis of WT T. fusca cutinase 
and variants without substrate showed that the replace-
ment of bulky residues by alanine not only enhanced the 
fluctuation of the loop where the mutated residues were 
located, but also increased the variability of the loops in 
the vicinity (Fig. 5c). The smaller residues render bigger 

Fig. 3 Hydrolysis activities of the cutinase variants. a Catalytic activities of WT and variant cutinases towards the substrate pNPB. b Hydrolysis 
activities of the cutinase mu means with standard deviations (n = 3)
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space that facilitates the movement of loops surround-
ing the substrate. Interestingly, the RMSF value of each 
loop in the simulated complex structures was noticeably 
higher than that of the ligand-free enzyme, indicating 
that substrate binding also promotes the fluctuation of 
four loop regions (Additional file  1: Fig. S11). This may 
explain why cutinase is able to accommodate and hydro-
lyze the net-shaped cutin substrate. We also calculated 
the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for each case, 
it is: 2213 ± 67  Å2, 2267 ± 68  Å2 and 2237 ± 80  Å2 for 
wild type, L90A and I213A, respectively. It seems that 
both mutants had a little larger surface (Additional file 1: 
Fig. S12). Therefore, the more flexible substrate binding 
site in two L90A and I213A variants might be the key fac-
tor to increase hydrolysis activities towards natural cutin 
substrate.

Conclusion
Previously, although several engineering efforts have 
been made to increase the catalytic activity of cutinase 
on synthetic aromatic polyesters PET, little progress 
was achieved regarding the cutinase engineering on 
its natural substrate cutin (Additional file 1: Table S3). 
In this work, we used a structure-guided protein engi-
neering strategy to improve the hydrolysis ability of a 
T. fusca cutinase toward cutin and demonstrated the 
successful use of our improved variants for cotton 
scouring. The cutinase–C24H42O8 modeled complex 

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs of cotton fibers treated with a inactivated cutinase, b alkaline scouring, c WT-CBMCenA, d L90A-CBMCenA, e 
I213A-CBMCenA, or f L90A/I213A CBMCenA. All cutinases were used in combination with pectinase

Fig. 5 The conformation of two T. fusca cutinase variants I213A and 
L90A after MD simulations. The oligoester  C24H42O8 bound complex 
structures of I213A (a) and L90A (b) compared with WT. Four loops, 
including loop 58–64, loop 84–92, loop 174–182 and loop 204–216 
are shown as cartoons and sticks in I213A (green), L90A (cyan) and 
WT (grey). The substrate  C24H42O8 is shown as black balls-and-sticks. 
c The RMSF of these four loops of T. fusca cutinase variants for 
WT(black), I213A (green) and L90A (cyan) without substrate during 
the MD simulations
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structure which is different from the small substrate-
bound structures would expand the knowledge on 
polymer substrate binding mode. Replacement of L90 
or I213, two bulky residue located in a loop near the 
substrate binding site—but that do not interact directly 
with the substrate—increased the flexibility of the 
adjacent substrate-interacting loop and enlarged the 
solvent-accessible surface area by increasing the empty 
space in this region, thus indirectly improving overall 
cutinase activity. Besides cotton scouring, our success-
ful engineering might be also applied to other polyester 
degradation, such as PET. In summary, our results illus-
trate a general strategy of engineering ‘indirect’ resi-
dues which could merit rational protein design when 
working with enzymes that have exposed substrate-
binding site and less flexible polymer substrates.
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